
SEW Goals 2023-2024
September/october-respect lunch room

November/December-compassion bathrooms
January/February - resilience hallways
March/April - self mastery playground

*First month is a classroom goal
**Second month students can set their goal and earn a

button around that location and



Kindergarten

Trait Goal

Respect
We will clean up after ourselves and push
in the chairs (classroom).

Compassion
Flush the toilet and keep the bathroom
clean.

Resilience
We will walk quietly in the halls.
Keep our hands to ourselves and put a
bubble in our mouth.

Self-mastery
We will be kind to others.



First Grade

Trait Goal

Respect
Students will respect the
lunchroom by cleaning up after
themselves.

Compassion
We will think of others who may
be working, and be quiet in the
bathroom.

Resilience
We will keep our voices off while
in the hallway.

Self-mastery
I will follow the rules at recess
and while using the playground
equipment.



Second Grade

Trait Goal

Respect
We will sit and eat our lunches.
When we are done, we will clean
up after ourselves.

Compassion
We will go to the bathroom
quickly and quietly.

Resilience
We will walk down the hallway
quietly. Hands and feet to self.

Self-mastery
We will be responsible for
equipment used. We will be kind
others.



Third Grade

Trait Goal

Respect
We will clean up after ourselves and look
for at least one other piece of garbage to
throw away.

Compassion
We will keep our noise level down, make
sure to keep the bathrooms clean and
quickly come back to class.

Resilience
We will walk quietly without squeaking,
talking or touching walls.

Self-mastery
We will keep hands and feet to ourselves
and be kind to others.



Fourth Grade

Trait Goal

Respect
Fourth graders will leave the
tables cleaner than they found
them.

Compassion
Fourth graders will understand to
be quiet because learning is
happening in the classrooms near
the bathrooms.

Resilience
Fourth graders will show that they
are capable of not touching the
walls and keeping hands to
themselves while walking quietly
in the hallway.

Self-mastery
Fourth graders will show they are
caring by inviting others to play
with them.



Fifth Grade

Trait Goal

Respect
We will walk through the lunch line in
number order and say our last name loud
and clear.

Compassion
We will keep each other accountable for our
behavior in the bathroom if we see people
not following school rules. Ex: noise level,
keeping bathroom clean, and squeaking
feet

Resilience
We will stay in line and not talk to our
friends and keep our hands o� the walls.

Self-mastery
We can keep our hands and feet to yourself
and use kind words to everyone around us.



Sixth Grade

Trait Goal

Respect
Eat where you should. Name loud
and clear. Clean up after yourself.
No food outside.

Compassion
Leave it nice for the next person.
Wash your hands.

Resilience
Quiet, straight line. Hands and
feet to yourself.

Self-mastery
Follow the playground rules. You
are responsible for you.


